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Abstract. Water channels are the subject of much cur- 
rent attention, as they may be central for cell functions in 
a host of tissues. We have analyzed the possible fold of 
facilitators and water channels of the MIP family based 
on structural predictions, on findings about the topology 
of CHIP28, and o.n the biophysical characteristics of wa- 
ter channels. We developed predictions for the follow- 
ing proteins: MIP26, NOD26, GLP, BIB, y-TIP, FA- 
CHIP, CHIP28k, WCH-CD1, and CHIP28. We utilized 
Kyte Doolittle hydrophobicity, Eisenberg's amphiphilic- 
ity, Chou-Fasman-Prevelige propensities, and our own 
Union algorithm. We found that hydrophobic am- 
phiphilic segments likely to be transmembrane were con- 
sistently shorter than required for c~-helical segments, but 
of the correct length for [3-strands. Turn propensity was 
high at frequent intervals, consistent with transmembrane 
[3-strands. We propose that these proteins fold as porin- 
like 16-stranded antiparallel [3-barrels. In water chan- 
nels, from the size of molecules excluded, an extramem- 
brane loop(s) would enter the pore and restrict it to a 
bottleneck with a width 4 A ~< w ~< 5 A. A similar but 
more mobile loop(s) would act as gate and binding site 
for the facilitators of the MIP family. 

Key words: Membrane proteins - -  Facilitators - -  Water 
channels - -  MIP protein family - -  Protein structure pre- 
diction 

Introduction 

Protein water channels through membranes are currently 
the subject of much interest. Based on their location and 
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distribution (Agre et al., 1993; Hasegawa et al., 1993; 
Nielsen et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 1993a) they may be 
important for cell volume regulation, for epithelial trans- 
port of fluid in general, and for a host of other water 
movements that take place across cell layers in the lung, 
blood capillaries, ocular trabecular meshwork, and the 
like. In past decades, protein water channels were pos- 
tulated to exist based on indirect but rather compelling 
evidence (Hays & Leaf, 1962; Solomon, 1968; Macey & 
Farmer, 1970; Parisi & Bourguet, 1983; Macey, 1984; 
Verkman, 1992). The strongest evidence for their exis- 
tence came from the fact that such water channels ap- 
peared remarkably specific, permeable only to water and 
no other small hydrophilic solutes except for formamide 
(Whittembury et al., 1991). The recent sequencing, 
cloning, and functional expression of the channel-like 
integral membrane protein of 28 kDa (CHIP28) water 
channel (Preston & Agre, 1991; Preston et al., 1992) 
enhanced the interest in this area, and prompted other 
laboratories to follow suit. The more recent clonings of 
several other water channels (Fushimi et al., 1993; Man- 
rel et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 1993a; Abrami et al., 1994) 
have moved the discussion to another level. 

Water channels have been reasonably well charac- 
terized. Hence, their known properties limit the possible 
three-dimensional foldings that might otherwise be pro- 
posed for their amino acid sequences. We undertook the 
current analysis to explore their possible structure based 
on predictive analysis, on initial findings about their to- 
pology, and on their characteristic permeability to water 
and other solutes. We propose that water channels and 
other members of the MIP (major intrinsic protein of the 
lens) family of proteins may fold as porin-like [3-barrels. 
Our proposal is meant to help future experimental tests 
of this and other possible folds for these proteins. 
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Materials and Methods 

The procedures we used for aligning and predicting protein secondary 
structures have been detailed before (Fischbarg et al., 1993, 1994). 
Briefly, we used the Bestfit and Pileup routines of the GCG package 
(Genetics Computer Group, version 7.0) to perform alignments. We 
predicted secondary structure using several algorithms: hydropathy, H; 
Kyte-Doolittle scale, (Kyte & Doolittle, 1982); amphiphilicity, g; 
(Eisenberg, Weiss & Terwitliger, 1984); secondary structure propen- 
sities (Prevelige & Fasman, 1989); CFP algorithm, for Chou-Fasman- 
Prevelige; the predictions from a robot that uses evolutionary informa- 
tion in conjunction with a database fed to a neural network (European 
Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany) PHD (Profile 
network prediction Heidelberg) unmanned server program PHD (Rost 
& Sander, 1992); and our own Union algorithm (Fischbarg et al., 1993; 
Fischbarg et al., 1994) that consists in adding hydrophobicity and am- 
phiphilicity propensities, and subtracting CFP 4-point position- 
dependent turn propensities (pt) for given stretches of proteins. As in 
the papers above, we scaled H, g and pt values to -4.5-+4.5, performed 
algebraic addition, and rescaled the resulting Union propensities to 
-4.5-+4.5. Three-dimensional molecular modeling was done with the 
program Hyperchem| (Autodesk, Sausalito, CA) on a 486 computer, 
and with the program InsightII on a Silicon Graphics platform. 

Results 

ALIGNMENTS OF C H I P 2 8  WITH SEVERAL OTHER SMALL 

MEMBRANE PROTEINS OF KNOWN STRUCTURE 

We aligned CHIP28 with Rhodobacter capsulatus porin 
(POR1), Escherichia coli porin (POR2), the reaction 
center L chain (RCL), colicin A (COLA), and bacte- 
riorhodopsin (BR), and also aligned POR1 with POR2. 
The alignments were run with standard GCG parameter 
values (gap weight = 3.0, length weight = 1.0). The 
scores (data not shown) all fell in a "gray zone" (iden- 
tity: 19 to 25%; similarity: 44 to 56%). It is well known 
that bacterial porins are evolutionarily quite distant 
among themselves, so in spite of the porins having the 
same secondary structure their sequences show little 
overall similarity (Welte et al., 1991), and therefore their 
alignment scores rarely exceed those above. The two 
porins examined here provided a good example. Hence, 
a relationship between any two of these proteins can 
neither be affirmed nor refuted from such values; in par- 
ticular, whether CHIP28 may fold as either a porin or a 
multihelical protein cannot be settled by the scores noted. 

MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENTS AND PREDICTIONS 

Figure la shows a multiple-sequence alignment of nine 
proteins of the MIP family, namely: (a) the major intrin- 
sic protein of the lens (MIP26) (Pisano & Chepelinsky, 
1991); (b) soybean nodulin 26 (NOD26) (Sandal & 
Marcker, 1988); (c) glycerol facilitator (GLP) (Mura- 
matsu & Mizuno, 1989); (d) Drosophila big brain (BIB) 
(Rao, Jan & Jan, 1990); (e) the vacuolar membrane pro- 

tein (7-TIP) (Maurel et al., 1993); (f) the frog aquaporin 
(FA-CHIP) (Abrami et al,, 1994); (g) the proximal tubule 
water channel (CHIP28k) (Zhang et al., 1993a); (h) the 
collecting duct water channel (WCH-CD1) (Fushimi et 
al., 1993); and (i) the erythrocyte water channel 
(CHIP28) (Preston & Agre, 1991). The similarity be- 
tween some of these sequences has been pointed out 
before (Chepelinsky, 1994). However, the last two lines 
in the alignment of Fig. l a add predictive information 
arising from the CHIP28 sequence. The last line shows 
the CHIP28 hydrophobicity profile (for a window of 
seven residues, and scaled ascendingly from 0 to 9). It is 
apparent that the regions with higher hydrophobicity, 
thus presumed to form either c~-helical or [3-strand struc- 
tures, correspond to stretches of residues which are rea- 
sonably well conserved in the rest of the family. Con- 
versely, the gaps tend to coincide with regions of lower 
hydrophobicity, and thus presumably forming connect- 
ing loops. In line (i), the rectangles label those segments 
of CHIP28 for which we predict ~3-structure (see below). 
By and large, they correspond to stretches with relatively 
higher hydrophobicity and with very few gaps (only in 3 
out of the 16 predicted strands). The patterns in Fig. la 
are consistent with the existence of secondary structures 
(~ or ~) in most hydrophobic segments. This is rein- 
forced by the PHD predictions shown in Fig. lb. To 
facilitate comparisons, residues occupy the same relative 
positions in Figs. la and lb. The PHD algorithm pre- 
dicts both c~-helical and [~-strand structures in regions 
which in Fig. la are well conserved and hydrophobic. 
It seems also noteworthy that some homologous seg- 
ments in a same given region of the alignment are pre- 
dicted as either oc or [3 depending on the protein exam- 
ined. This indicates to us that the prediction of a partic- 
ular type of structure is perhaps less reliable than the 
prediction that there is secondary c~ or ~ structure in a 
given segment. Assuming hence that there is either type 
of such structures in the segments delimited by PHD, 
some of the segments appear too short to span the mem- 
brane as c~-helices (for which 20 residues are presumed 
necessary), but have the correct length to span the mem- 
brane as [3-strands (usually 9-10 residues, but as few as 
6 residues may suffice (Radding, 1991)). 

PREDICTIONS FOR MEMBRANE PROTEINS WITH 

KNOWN S~RUCTURE 

As we have reported recently (Fischbarg et al., 1994), the 
conjunction of procedures we utilize gives reasonably 
accurate predictions of the global fold of those few mem- 
brane proteins that have been solved at high resolution so 
far. We give here an additional evaluation of our proce- 
dures in the bar diagram of Fig. 2, which shows the 
correlation coefficients between predictive procedures 
and either existing structures, or the predicted structure 
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of CHIP28. For this purpose, we constructed an arbi- 
trary step function (' 'structure") valued at 4.5 at existing 
(or predicted) (x or [3 segments indistinctly, and at -4.5 
elsewhere. We verified that smoothing the predicted 
CFP and Union profiles improved the correlation scores; 
we chose empirically to smooth the profiles with a fast 
Fourier Transform filter (span: seven points). As Fig. 2 
shows, the Union algorithm correlates better with the 
correct type of structure in both [3-barrel and (x-helical 
proteins (albeit by a narrow margin in the last case, and 
with understandably large errors given the minimal sam- 
ple available). CFP overpredicts [3 structures in the 
{;{-helical proteins, although here too the deviations may 
interfere with the actual picture. On the other hand, CFP 
correlates better with the structure in the ~3-barrels; the 
small error for CFP~ adds credence to it. For CHIP28, 
Union very narrowly favors [3 over (x structures; how- 
ever, CFP clearly selects global [3 folding over (x. The 
difference in favor of the correlation of CFPp over CFP,~ 
appears too large to be attributed to overprediction. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE M I P  FAMILY 

We applied to the proteins of the MIP family the CFP, 
PHD and Union predictive algorithms. These results are 
shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. For the Union algorithm, we 
used a span of seven residues; we selected putative angle 
between residues of 100 and 160 degrees to search for 
regions with transmembrane (x-helix and [3-strand pro- 
pensities, respectively. We also show the corresponding 
CFP (x and [3 detailed propensities, and the marks for 
segments that exceed CFP standard thresholds. Lastly, 
we show the PHD predictions (already given partially in 
Fig. lb). 

We can discern no clear pattern to suggest a multi- 
(x-helical family. In Fig. 3b, one can observe some three 
predicted long segments in the N-terminal half of the 
proteins. However, the pattern does not seem consistent: 
depending on which protein is examined, some of those 
segments break into smaller ones. Even when the U,~ 
propensity is relatively high and maintained throughout 
the protein, as in MIP26, the CFP,~ and PHD marks de- 
limit a fair number of short segments. Even more, in the 
same MIP26, the Uc~ profile shows 16 peaks correspond- 
ing to comparatively short segments; 16 is the number of 
[3-strands expected from a porin fold. In Fig. 3b, the 
CFPp marks and the PHD predictions delimit consistent 
segments which are generally once more too short to 
span the membrane as o~-helices. The Up profiles exhibit 
a periodicity consistent with a multistranded [3 fold. 
Such patterns are more readily apparent in the N-termi- 
nal half of GLP, BIB and 3~-TIP, and in the C-terminal 
half of the water channels. The close correlation of the 
CFPp and Up profiles in the C-terminal half of CHIP28, 
WCH-CD 1 and CHIP28k appears also noteworthy. Turn 

propensity information is implicit in the U profiles and is 
not shown in Figs. 3a and 3b so as not to overload the 
graphs; still, there are frequent turn propensity markers, 
all the more so in relatively short proteins such as these. 
Such high turn propensities are potential structure break- 
ers, so their presence militates against the existence of 
relatively long, undisturbed segments of helical ((x or [3) 
structures. For membrane proteins, this is consistent 
with the presence of numerous segments of the correct 
length to be transmembrane [3-strands. 

CHIP28 

Fig. 4 presents in detail predictions for CHIP28, along 
with marks for the nature of some residues, alignments, 
and mutation sites. The top panel shows hydrophobicity 
profiles with spans of 21 and 7. In several instances, 
where the longer span finds one long hydrophobic seg- 
ment, the shorter span contains a hint that such segments 
may be interrupted. The CF turn propensity plot and the 
marks for segments with suprathreshold turn propensity 
predict possible turns in regions for which H21 would 
predict a continuous segment. This panel also shows the 
prior prediction for CHIP28 by Preston and Agre (1991); 
the alphabetic nomenclature was used for predicted 
loops. 

Immediately above are the marks for our current 
prediction for [3-strands. By comparing such marks to 
the turn propensity plot, it may be noted how in several 
cases the putative [3-strands coincide with segments rel- 
atively devoid of turn propensity, and are "nested" be- 
tween two flanking turn peaks. 

The next two panels show CFP and Union algo- 
rithms predicting (x and [3 structures, respectively. Both 
predict segments that tend to be too short to form trans- 
membrane (x-helices. For comparison, our prediction for 
[3-strands is also given in each case. As can be seen, our 
predictions follow closely the pattern suggested by the 
CFPp and U~ profiles, especially in the C-terminal half. 

In the bottom panel, we compare how the predicted 
segments arising from several procedures are aligned. 
Symbols at top and bottom mark the locations of charged 
(top) and aromatic (bottom) residues. The PHD, CF(X, 
CF[3, and our own prediction marks are repeated here. 
The marks for POR1 and POR2 represent the segments 
of CHIP28 that align with the [3-strands segments of each 
respective porin. The x marks denote sites of recently 
performed mutations (Preston et al., 1994) (labeled at the 
bottom). 

PREDICTION METHOD 

We first determined the approximate location of the 
structured segments, and then refined their lengths using 
a combination of approaches. One of them was a rule 
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1 - 60 
a ..... LRSAS FWRAI CAE FFAS L FYVFFGLGAS L RWAPGPLHVLQVALAF 
b ............ QKLVAEAVGTYFLIFAGCAS LVVN ENYYNMITFP GIAIVW . . . . .  
C ............... IAEFLGTGLLIFFGVGC VAAL KVAGAS FGQW EISVIW 
d - MQAEIRTLEFWRSIISECLASFMYVFIVCGAAAG VGVGASVSSVLLATALAS 
e ............ KAALAE FI S TL I FVVAGSGS GMAFN KLTENGATTPSGLVAAAVAH 
f - MASEFKKKAFWRAVIAEFLAMILFVFISIGAALGFNFPIEEKANQTVGRSQDIVKVSLAF 
g - M A S E F K K K L F W R A V V A E F L A M T L F V F I S I G S A L G F N Y P L E R _ _ N Q T L _ _ V Q D N V K V S L A F  

h .... ELRS IAFS RAVLAE FLAT LL FVFFGLGSAL QWASSPPSVLQIAVAF 
i - MASEF[]KiKLFWRAV~AE~FLATTLFIVIFIS IGSALGFIKYPVGN__~QTA_ VQD[NSKVSLAF 

45443344345765677666777889877767555554333 4433 34443567676 

61-120 
a-GLALATLVQAVGHISGAHVNPAVTFAFLVGSQMSLLRAICYMVAQLLGAVAGAAVLYSVT 
b- GLVLTVLVYTVGHISGGHFNPAVTIAFASTRRFPLIQVPAYVVAQLLGSILASG 
c- GLGVAMAIYLTAGVSGAHLNPAVTIALWLFACFDKRKVIPFIVSQVAGAFCAAALVYGLY 
d- GLAMATLTQCFLHISGAHINPAVTLALCVVRSISPIRAAMYITAQCGGGIAGAALLYGVT 
e- AFGLFVAVSVGANISGGHVNPAVTFGAFIGGNITLLRGILYWIAQLL@SVVAC 
f- GISIATMAQSVGNVSGAHLNPAVTLGCLLSCQISILKAVMYIIAQCLGAVVATAILSGIT 
g- GLSIATLAQSVGHISGAHLNPAVTLGLLLSCQISILRAVMYIIAQCVGAIVASAILSGIT 
h- GLGIGILVQALGHVSGAHINPAVTVACLVGCHVSFLRAAFYVAAQLLGAVAGAAILHEIT 
i- GL~SIATLAQISVGHISGAHLNPAVTLG[LLLsc~isIF[R~LMYIIAQCVIGA[IVATAILSGI[T 

............. **.*.***** ...... "." ............ *..* ............ 

777776665555564554455657887867666667666787777777877887677666 

121 - 180 
a- PPAV RGNLALNTLHPGVSVG QATIVEIFLTLQFVLCIFATYD 
b - TLRLLFMGNHDQFSGTV PNGTNLQAFVFE F IMT FFLMFVICGVAT 
c - YNLFFDFEQTHHIVRGSVESVDLAGTFSTYPNPHINFVQAFAVEMVITAILMGLILALTD 
d - VP GYQGNLQA AISHSAALAAWERFGVEFILTSLVVLCYFVSTD 
e- LILKFATG 

f-ggLE 
g-SSLL 
h-PVEI 

SSL~ 

6644 

181 - 240 

GLAVPAFGLSAGVGV 
NNSLGLNGLSPGVSAG 
ENSLGRNDLARGVNSG 
RGDLAVNALHNNATAG 
GNSLGRNDLADGVNSG 

5533244334454345 

LNAFVFEIVMTFGLVYTVYATAI 
QGLGVEILVTFQLVLCVVAVTD 
Q G L G I E I I G T L Q L V L C V L A T T D  

QAVTVELFLTMQLVLCIFASTD 

QIGLGIEII]G~]LQLVLCVL~TTD 
.... w .............. 

4556776757777889876532 

a- ERRNGRLGS VALAVGFS LTLGHLFGMY YTGAGMNPARSFAPAILT 
b- DNRAV GELAGIAIGST .... LLLNVIIG GPVTGASMNPARSLGP 
c- DGNGVPRGPLAPLLIG LLIAVIGASMGPLTGFAMNPARDFGPKVFAWLAGWGN 
d- PMKKFMGNSAASIGCAYSACCFVSMPYL NPARSLGPSFV LNKWDS 
e- DPKNGSLGTIAPIAIGFI VGANILAG GAFSGASMNPAVAFGPAVVSW . . . . .  
f- RRRHDVSGS VPLAIGLS VALGHLIAID YTGCGMNPARSFGSAVLT . . . .  
g- RRRRDLGGS APLAIGLS .... VALGHLLAID YTGCGINPARSFGSAVLT 
h-ERRGDNLGS PALSIGFS VTLGHLLGIY FTGCSMNPARSLAPAVVT 
i - RRR[]DLGGS~pLAIGLS----~--VAILGHLLAID YTG[]GINPARS~FGSAI~IT** 

1 1123446 56677878 7667776665 555555444445577656 

241 - 300 
a- RNFTNHWVYWVGPVIGAGLGSLLYDFLLFPRLKSVSERLSI ........ 
b - AFVHG EYEGIWIYLLAPVVGAIAGAWVYN .......................... 
c- VAFTGGRDIPYFLVPLFGPIVGAIVGAFAY ........................... 
d - HWVYWFGPLVGGMASGLVYEYIFNSRNRNL 
e - TWTNHWVYWAGPLVGGGIAGLIYE .......................... 
f - KNFTYHWIFWVGPMIGGAAAAIIYDFILAPRTSDLTDRMKVWTNGQVEEYELDG 
g - RNFSNHWIFWVGPFIGSALAVLIYDFILAPRSSDFTDRMKVWTSGQVEEYDLDA 
h- GKFDDHWVFWIGPLVGAIIGSLLYNYLLFPSAKSLQERLAV ........ 

- _ ~SNH~IFWVGPF~IGGIALAVLIY]DIFILAPRS]SDLTDRVKIVWTSGQVEEY[DLDA 
??--? ............ *..*. .~..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;.. 2"~ .. 

542245456677666777788777776565443334354445454333333334 

301 - 312 
a - 

b - 
c - 
d - 
e - 
f- DD NTRVEMKPK 
g- DDINSRVEMKPK 

h- 
-DDINSRVEM~PK 

433334333322 a 

Fig. 1 (a) Multiple sequence alignment of the MIP family. Alphabetic identifiers for each protein are detailed in the text. Next to last line: 
gaps, .: similarity, *: identity. Last line: CHIP28 KD hydrophobicity, span 7, scaled 0-9. Rectangles enclose [3-strands predicted here for CHIP28 
(see Figs. 4 and 5). Stippled rectangles mark sites of mutations done in CHIP28 by Preston et al. (1994). (b) PHD predictions for the proteins of 
the MIP family. Protein identifiers and residue locations as in Fig. la. @: c~-helices; ^: ~3-strands; -: coils. Blank spaces denote gaps in the alignment. 
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Results of prediction algorithms compared to 
existing or predicted (CHIP28) structured segments 

CFP m CFPp ~ U s ~ Up 

0.0 
~-helical p-barrels 

(RCL, BR, COLA) (POR1, POR2) 
membrane proteins 

CHIP28 

Fig. 2. Averages and SEM deviations for the correlations between 
predicted and actual high-resolution structures. For CHIP28, in the 
absence of a structure, we used the [3-strand segments we currently 
predict (see Fig. 4). 

The assignments of Fig. 4 were reached by dividing 
the chain in convenient stretches. 

Segment 6-42 

Mutations locate K6 inside the cells and N42 outside, 
hence an odd number of membrane crossings ought to 
exist for the segment between them. H21 has only one 
peak, but H7 has three. Uc~ is unclear, but CFPc~, CFP[3 
and U[3 mark three segments, and so does PHD. In the 
porin alignments, POR1 marks three segments and POR2 
two. From this picture, we extract a consensus of three 
segments. We mark their lengths selecting flanking ar- 
omatics for strands 2 and 3, and choose the CFP[3 mark 
to delimit strand 1. Although this last maneuver places 
charged residues inside strand 1, this does not appear 
unwarranted since porins (not shown) have a fair number 
of charged residues in structured segments. 

Segment 43-70 

H21 shows one peak, H7 two, and there is a subthreshold 
turn at about residue 55. CFP(z, Uo~, CFP[3 and U[3 mark 
two segments. POR1 and POR2 mark one and two seg- 
ments, respectively. We note that the pair of CFP[3 and 
U[3 peaks appears well delimited, and opt for marking 
two [3-strands (4 and 5). Segment 60-70 appears hydro- 
philic and with high turn propensity, so we resume at 
residue 71. 

Segment 71-120 

H21 marks one segment, and H7 two. However, there 
are three turn marks in this stretch. CFPa and Uc~ mark 
three segments; the pattern of CFP[3 and U[3 is consistent 

with three segments. The POR1 alignment also shows 
three segments, so we opt for marking three [3-strands (6, 
7 and 8). This leaves T120 in an inside loop, in contra- 
diction with the outside placement deduced for it by 
mutagenesis (Preston et al., 1994). Next comes a hydro- 
philic region ("loop C")  which may have a short a-he- 
lical structure, judging from Uc~ and CFPc~. We resume 
the analysis at residue 135. 

Segment 135-155 

H21 shows one peak, but H7 has two. CFPc~ marks two 
segments, and the Uc~ peak is consistent with two seg- 
ments. The CFP[3 pattern is consistent with two peaks, 
and U[3 marks two segments. Both porin alignments 
mark two segments in this region. We mark two 
~3-strands (9 and 10), which make the end of strand 10 
intracellular, back in register with the intracellular loca- 
tion deduced for R162 by mutagenesis (Preston et al., 
1994). The next stretch up to residue 165 appears a hy- 
drophilic loop. 

Segment 165-189 

C189 is in all likelihood extracellular, the site of action 
of external mercurial inhibitors on water permeation 
(Van Hoek & Verkman, 1992; Preston et al., 1993; 
Zhang et al., 1993a, b). This requires an odd number of 
crossings for this segment. There is no clear evidence 
from any of the algorithms for more than one segment; 
the porin alignments also mark at most one segment. 
We mark one [3-strand (11) and position it in the region 
where the U[3 peak is highest and there is a limiting 
CFP[3 mark. 

Segment 170-267 

Since there is evidence that the C-terminal end is intra- 
cellular, as evidenced by the K267 mutation (Preston et 
al., 1994), this segment is predicted to have an odd num- 
ber of crossings. H21 shows one peak, H7 three. The 
CFPc~ and Ucz patterns are unclear, pointing to between 
three and seven segments. On the other hand, CFP[3 and 
U[3 are remarkably well correlated with each other. 
CFP[3 marks five segments, and U[3 six. The POR1 
alignment marks six segments, and POR2 four. We 
hence extract a consensus for five segments. To mark 
[3-strands 12-15, we select the four regions for which the 
CFP[3 and U[3 peaks are in coincidence. Strand 15 is 
marked using the turn profile, the U[3 peak centered on 
residue 254, and the POR1 alignment mark for a [3-strand 
in that region. 

In closing this section, it seems worth noting the 
presence of stretches of residues with charges of opposite 
signs in close proximity (segments 4-6, 48-51,126-131, 
158-163, 234-243, and 263-269). We discuss below 
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how these may be related to electrostatic filtering to ex- 
clude electrolytes. The topology for CHIP28 suggested 
in Fig. 4 is given in more detail in Fig. 5. 

A C H I P 2 8  MODEL WITH A ~-BARREL PORIN FOLD 

We displayed graphically R. capsulatus porin (data not 
shown) and verified that replacement of individual porin 
residues in its [3-strands by the CHIP28 residues we pre- 
dicted to be in the corresponding strands did not disturb 
the H-bonded patterns of the barrel. The predictions 
above for CHIP28 include a number of loops, so that one 
or more of them might enter the pore, restrict it as in 
porins (see below), and help confer CHIP28 its particular 
selectivity for water. 

EVIDENCE FOR (36 AND ~ STRUCTURES IN C H I P 2 8  

From CD and FTIR spectroscopy, CHIP28 has been re- 
ported to contain roughly equal amounts of a and [3 
structures, 40 and 43%, respectively (Van Hoek et al., 
1993). This might be consistent with a type of fold still 
not found in membrane proteins, the c~-[3 barrel. To look 
into this, we selected triose phosphate isomerase (TIM), 
a typical c~-[3 barrel protein of a molecular weight (26.5 
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which its putative intracellular or extracellular locations disagree (or 
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Fig. 6. Space-filling models to compare the 
dimensions (indicated) that would be key for the 
given molecules to clear (or not) the postulated 
channel bottleneck. 

kD) similar to that of CHIP28. TIM cannot be said to 
include a hydrated channel; the diameter of its 8-stranded 
[3-barrel is too small for the purpose and is filled with 
tightly packed side chains from the strands (data not 
shown). To form a channel, another IX-[3 barrel protein 
would have to have either more numerous strands or a 
different sequence and fold; whether such a fold exists is 
not currently known. In terms of our proposal, an alter- 
native explanation for the CD and FTIR data is that 
the extramembrane loops may form some IX-helices. 
Whether the amount of IX structure thus generated may 
be enough to correspond to the CD and FTIR data is 
unclear. 

Discussion 

[3-BARREL VS. MULTI-IX-HELICAL FOLDS 

Since the structured transmembrane segments we predict 
are too short to be a-helices but have the correct length 
for [3-strands, we favor a [3-barrel fold for CHIP28. We 
have previously employed prediction methods similar to 
those utilized here. In the first instance (Fischbarg et al., 
1993), the U~7 peaks identified the approximate location 
and length of the [3-strands in two porins. More recently, 
we have generated similar predictions for other mem- 
brane proteins (Fischbarg et al., 1994), including a short 
description of a putative multi-[3-fold for CHIP28. As 
mentioned above, a prediction for the transmembrane 
and loop regions of CHIP28 has been advanced (Preston 
& Agre, 1991) by the researchers that cloned it. In that 
model, the transmembrane segments are all 20 or more 
residues long, which is consistent with Ix-helical struc- 
ture. The topology of such prediction has been recently 
tested by vectorial proteolysis (Preston et al., 1994). Fig- 
ure 5 illustrates the [3-barrel model we propose. Several 
of the characteristics are common to both the prior model 

and ours; both folds have the NH2 and CO0 terminals 
intracellular, the region around R162 as an intracellular 
loop, and the regions around the glycosylation site (N24) 
and the Hg-sensitive site (C189) as part of extracellular 
loops. The models diverge for what they termed loops B 
and E, in parts where we predict [3-strands instead. This 
would explain why their mutations and E1 epitope addi- 
tions at Q88 and V201 (Preston et al., 1994) led to non- 
functional proteins, since these would have disturbed the 
channel fold. Agre and colleagues themselves men- 
tioned in their discussion (Preston et al., 1994) that mu- 
tations in loops B and E are less tolerated than elsewhere 
in the CHIP molecule, and that such loops are candidate 
structures of the pore-forming domains of CHIP and 
other aquaporins. That would, of course, increase the 
number of transmembrane segments above the six orig- 
inally proposed (Preston & Agre, 1991). 

Loop C deserves some consideration, since we pre- 
dict it inside while the original proposal (Preston & Agre, 
1991) has it outside. The evidence from protease diges- 
tion of CHIP28 plus an E1 insert at T120 locates such 
loop outside (Preston et al., 1994). However, this dis- 
crepancy may be only apparent; for instance, E1 may 
have somehow modified the protein fold so as to emerge 
on the outside. To be noted, aside from this aspect, the 
picture appears cogent so far. 

THE PORE OF WATER CHANNELS 

The width of the pore of the porin-like [3-barrel we pro- 
pose is comparatively large. For instance, in R. capsu- 
latus porin, the pore has an irregular ellipsoidal cross 
section with axes of some 13 x 10 A. If the entire width 
of such a pore would be available for diffusion, large 
solutes would traverse this channel. In the porin above, 
a loop enters the pore, remaining in contact with the 
barrel wall, and restricts the pore opening to a quasi- 
triangular cross section of some 9 A in height and 7 A at 
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Fig. 7. Cross section of the ]3-barrel and intrachannel loop of PORI. 
Only backbone atoms and bonds are shown to allow visualization of the 
loop disposition. 

the base. We are able to propose a barrel model for 
CHIP28 because it has loops that may restrict the size of 
the pore, otherwise the model could not be correct. 
There is evidence that water and formamide traverse a 
water channel (Whittembury et al., 1991) but not urea 
(Whittembury et al., 1991; Van Hoek & Verkman, 1992) 
or compounds larger than it. If  so, a steric restriction 
must exist, and must also be more pronounced than that 
for porin. From the molecular models illustrated in Fig. 
6, the minimum size a pore ought to have for the per- 
meation of these molecules is: for water, 2.1/~; for for- 
mamide, 3.9 ]k; and for urea, 5.0 A. Hence, the loops 
inside the putative barrel ought to restrict the size of a 
bottleneck inside the channel to not less than 4 and not 
more than 5 A. 

As recently reviewed (Agre et al., 1993), CHIP28 
does not allow the passage of electrolytes (H+ included). 
One explanation for this is that the molecule includes one 
or more electrostatic filters against electrolytes. Such fil- 
ters could result from the close juxtaposition of charged 
residues of opposite signs; indeed, some of the predicted 
loops contain such arrangements, as in segments 126- 
131 and 158-163. 

A RESTRICTED-PORE MODEL FOR C H I P 2 8  AND OTHER M I P  

FAMILY MEMBERS 

A model for the MIP family proteins would have to 
account simultaneously for the large water conductance 

Fig. 8. Longitudinal cross section of a 15-A slab of POR1 (backbone 
only). 

for water by some of them, and for the facilitator prop- 
erties uncovered so far for other ones. We propose that 
a restricted pore such as that found in porins would fit the 
description. Figures 7, 8 and 9 exemplify this concept by 
displaying selected views of POR1. Figure 7 shows a 
cross section of POR1; for clarity, only the backbone 
appears. As can be seen and as discussed above, one of 
the loops resides inside its pore and restricts its diameter. 
The shape of the loop hints at the possible presence of a 
pocket in its concave site, which might serve to bind 
substrates in the facilitators. Figure 8 shows a longitu- 
dinal section of a 15-A thick center slab of POR1 (the 
~3-strands in front and in back are not shown for clarity). 
As can be seen, the restriction created by the loop ex- 
tends only to a central band rather than to the entire 
length of the pore. In addition, the loop that appears at 
the top right might represent an additional binding site or 
restriction. In Fig. 9, the center of the loop has been 
removed, and the CPK spheres of the atoms lining the 
resulting pore are shown so as to give a view of the 
bottleneck in the pore profile. Parenthetically, the model 
proposed here differs from one recently advanced by 
Agre and colleagues (Jung et al., 1994) in that in their 
case the channel would be circumscribed by two loops, 
while in the present one the channel is formed by the 
entire ~3-barrel translocation unit plus a single loop. As 
anticipated above, we propose that a fixed barrel frame- 
work and a disposition of the loops similar to that of 
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, except that the center of the 
loop is not shown and the channel-lining atoms 
are shown with their space-filling CPK spheres. 

porins could  account  for the select ivi ty and gating char- 

acteristics of  M I P  fami ly  proteins. 

CONCLUSION 

As recent ly  r ev iewed  (Cowan & Rosenbusch,  1994), " i n  

the past  10 years detai led structures o f  a few membrane  

proteins  have  so far r evea led  two folding pa t t e rns , "  
meaning  mul t i - a -he l i ca l  and 13-barrel. It is, of  course, 

still unclear  whether  addit ional  patterns may  emerge  for 

integral  membrane  proteins,  but  out  o f  the two currently 
known patterns, the predict ions we present  favor  a ~-bar- 

rel fold. Clear ly  work  remains  ahead before  a more  de- 
f ini t ive mode l  for the proteins of  the M I P  fami ly  can be 

generated;  we hope  that our current proposal  may  pro- 

vide a useful  basis for further exper imenta l  tests of  their  
characterist ics.  
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